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‘THE CRUSTIEST AND MOST PERSONALLY UNBIDD-
ABLE OF INSTRUMENTS’: ÉAMONN CEANNT AND
THE PIPES

Verena Commins

ARTICLE

É
AMONN CEANNT is perhaps one of the least
well-known leaders of the 1916 Rising.1De-
scribed variously as a reserved, quiet, somewhat

taciturn and private figure, he has been easily eclipsed by
the better-known personalities amongst the other signa-
tories. In fact an Irish Timesarticle published on the fifti-
eth anniversary of the Rising, summarises this position
stating that there are only three things for which Ceannt
is remembered; as a signatory of the Proclamation, Com-
mandant of the South Dublin Union during the Rising
and that he played the pipes for the Pope.2

Edward Thomas Kent was born in the police barracks
in Ballymoe, Co. Galway in 1881, where his father James
Kent, originally from Ballyporeen, Co. Tipperary was an
officer of the Royal Irish Constabulary. His mother
Joanne Kent (née Galway) was from Cork where his par-
ents met and married in 1870. The family moved to
Ardee, Co. Louth when Ceannt was barely two years old,
yet he came to be immensely proud of the fact that Gal-
way was his birth-place. This was demonstrated by a con-
scious decision to learn Connacht (rather than Munster)
Irish and consolidated through regular return visits to
Galway city and Connemara, organising trips firstly with
the Gaelic League which he joined in 1901 and later with
his young family. 

The Kent family eventually settled in Dublin on his
father’s retirement in 1892, and Éamonn attended the
Christian Brothers O’Connell School on North Rich-
mond Street. His initial experiments with the Irish lan-
guage version of his name, Éamonn Ceannt, appear in his
school diary in 1897, which may well be the first transla-
tion of the surname Kent to Ceannt.3Inspired by mount-
ing hostility to the Boer War and by the centenary of the
1798 Rebellion, Ceannt engages with a growing ideolog-
ical sense of resistance to cultural imperialism. During

      1    Ceannt was the last of the signatories to become the subject of detailed biographical attention. This was rectified in 2006 with
the publication of Supreme Sacrifice(Cork: Mercier Press) by Galway historian William Henry. A second biography, Éamonn
Ceannt,part of the O’Brien 16 Lives Series was published in 2014, written by Ceannt’s grandniece Mary Gallagher. 

      2    Irish Times7 April, 1966.
      3    The name ‘Ceannt’ is unrecorded in the 1901 census records and only three ‘Ceannts’ appear in the 1911 census: Éamonn, his

wife Áine and son Ronán.

the Boer War, he asks his sister to make a Boer flag, which
he hangs outside their house (this, despite the fact that
his brother William is fighting with the Royal Dublin
Fusiliers) and he takes part in his first national parade,
commemorating 1798. He finishes school, a bright, well-
educated, intelligent, high achieving young man. Work
options for a young working class Catholic are few. Join-
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ing the Civil Service is an obvious choice, but Ceannt is
reluctant to take ‘the British shilling’. He opts instead to
sit the Dublin Corporation exams, justifying it on the
grounds that it is funded by the citizens of Dublin. He
completes his work efficiently and effectively (a trait he
exhibits across all activities) and at the age of eighteen,
immerses himself in the world of cultural nationalism.

It is at the Dublin Corporation that he meets Patrick
Nally (Pádraig Mac an Fhailge), an Irish speaker and piper
who arranges for Ceannt to purchase a set of pipes and
gives him his first lesson.4It is also around this time, in
1900, that Ceannt and Nally amongst others, set up the
Dublin Pipers’ Club (DPC). Clear precedents in a revival-
ist capacity for the formation of such clubs and societies
are provided by the Gaelic League, the Gaelic Athletics As-
sociation and the Irish Literary Theatre, and more directly
by the foundation of the Cork Pipers’ Club two years ear-
lier in 1898. Many of these clubs provide a framework for
expressions of Irish identity, embracing perceived native
cultural forms, rather than those externally imposed. The
first minuted meeting of the DPC takes place on 17 Feb-
ruary, 1900. Ceannt is elected secretary the following year
and his wife to be, Áine Ní Bhraonáin joins the DPC in
1903 and is elected treasurer in May 1903, remaining in
that position until their marriage in June 1905. Ceannt is
a dynamic member of the DPC, and its eventual demise
coincides with his resignation from the position of secre-
tary. He remains on as a committee member and the last
minuted meeting is dated 27 May, 1913. Ceannt’s involve-
ment with the Irish Volunteers founded in November of
that same year takes up increasingly more of his time and
the DPC appears to dwindle away without him.

Ceannt was at least eighteen years old when he
started learning the pipes and his friend Stephen
McKenna (using the pseudonym Martin Daly) writes
that Ceannt ‘lamented humorously the tragedy it was in
one’s life to take up the crustiest and most personally un-
biddable of instruments’.5Ceannt is clearly musical. He

performs as a member of the ‘Kent brothers band’ and
his brother Michael describes that on buying a cheap fid-
dle for himself, Éamonn ‘took it up and could play St
Patrick’s Day on it before I could at all’. 6Volunteer Harry
Phibbs gives a further insight into that musicality:
‘Eamon [sic] was well known among the lads for his abil-
ity to whistle. He could whistle an Irish tune in a peculiar
manner, with a full throaty whistle which he laughingly
described as traditional Irish whistling.’7Ceannt applied
himself concertedly to learning the pipes, rapidly achiev-
ing a degree of competency and in October 1901 makes
his theatrical debut playing the role of the blind piper in
Douglas Hyde’s Casadh an tSugáinat the Gaiety – the
first ever professional production of a play in Irish.8By
1902 he is adjudicating the piping competition at the
Oireachtas, and is frequently listed as an adjudicator in
subsequent years. It has been suggested that he won a
gold medal at the Oireachtas for piping in 1906, a detail
that has been subsequently misreported in various
media: ‘Ceannt’s musical talents earned him a gold medal
at the 1906 Oireachtas’.9In fact the winner of the piping
competition in 1906 was Stephen Ruane of Galway and
when Ceannt does compete the following year, 1907,
there are just two competitors; himself and Dinny De-
laney – and Delaney is victorious on that occasion. He
does win a gold medal at the 1906 Oireachtas, but it is
for third place in the competition for the best demonstra-
tion of teaching methods in Irish, rather than for playing
the uilleann pipes.10However, Ceannt clearly under-
stood the importance of aesthetics in piping, and recog-
nised that the passive transmission of these aesthetics
was no longer a viable option. At the Galway Oireachtas
in 1913 he announced that ‘every old piper in the country
should be encouraged to have an apprentice’ and his ef-
forts at bringing Martin Reilly and other older practition-
ers to perform in Dublin and the appointment by the
DPC of Nicholas Markey as instructor, reflects such a re-
gard for an older piping aesthetic.11

Presumably he would have taken lessons at the DPC
from Nicholas Markey, the highly regarded teacher of old
John Potts, Tommy Reck and of course James Ennis, Séa-
mus Ennis’s father. According to Seán Donnelly, Breandán
Breathnach used to say that people who heard Ceannt
play said he was a careful and competent piper, at least on
the uilleann pipes.12However, there are no accounts of
his playing that suggest he was a brilliant player in the way
the music of James and later Séamus Ennis might be de-
scribed. McKenna is equally unconvincing. Describing a
performance of his piping at the Ancient Concert Rooms,
shortly before the Rising he says ‘I do not know whether
Eamunn [sic] piped well that night or whether he ever
could pipe well’.13In a brief recollection of Ceannt in An
PíobaireSeosamh Breathnach who joined the DPC in
1906, describes Ceannt as a ‘good piper’ who ‘had a large
repertoire of dance tunes, and also played some airs. On
one occasion I heard him play part of the “Fox Chase”
though I never heard him play the whole of it’.14While
there is no sonic record of Ceannt’s playing (despite his
efforts to secure a phonograph for the DPC), the portrait
of Ceannt playing the uilleann pipes does suggest a par-
ticular proficiency. In a separate article, Breathnach goes
on to describe Ned Harrison, as ‘a very good piper’,
William Andrews as a ‘brilliant piper’ and Nicholas
Markey, their teacher, as being ‘as good as the best’.15

Breathnach’s unintentional ranking is revealing. 
Determined and fastidious, Ceannt possesses, in

abundance, the essential qualities of a learner-piper, and
applies himself to the pipes with the same meticulous
attention to detail practised in all areas of his life. In a
letter to Áine Ni Bhraonáin, his wife-to-be, on St
Patrick’s Day, 1903, he writes ‘I spent quite a busy morn-
ing, and my evening is going to be practise. Wait till I
have you in our own house. I wonder what you’ll say to
my practising and tuning and similar annoyances’.16

However, the lifetime of dedication to practising advo-
cated by the late Séamus Ennis ‘seven years of learning;
seven years of practising and seven years of playing’ is
not ultimately an option for Ceannt in his short life.
Doubtless he recognised his own limitations; in his ar-
ticle on the Union pipes, published by An Claidheamh
Soluisin 1911, he himself quotes an Irish proverb ‘there
never was a good piper “gan blath ban air” who wasn’t

      4    My thanks to Gerard Manning for providing a copy of a letter from Éamonn Ceannt to Nally’s widow (dated 15 October, 1911)
in which this information is cited. Patrick Archer from Oldtown, Co. Dublin another member of the DPC, also claims Ceannt
(and Thomas Ashe) as a pupil, although this may have been the war pipes.

      5    Daly, Martin (1916) Memories of the Dead: Some Impressions. Dublin: The Powell Press, p6
      6    NLI, MS 41,479/8/14.
      7    BMH WS 848.
      8    He also makes an appearance as Gearróid de Barra (another ‘Píobaire  Dall’) in Thomas Hayes’s Seaghan na Scuabperformed at

the 1904 Oireachtas.
      9    This is one such example from the Connacht Tribune26 September, 2015, an article by Denise McNamara outlining the 1916

commemorations in Galway.
   10    According to the Western People18 August 1906, no first or second prize was awarded. The third prize consisted of a ‘third class

rail and car fare fee for one session tenable at any Irish training college and £1 towards expenses or a gold medal’.
   11    Tuam Herald9 August, 1913.

   12    Personal communication.
   13    Daly, Martin (1916) Memories of the Deadp6. 
   14    An Píobaire1(4) March, 1970.
   15    An Píobaire1(3) November, 1969.
   16    NLI, MS 13,069/4/5.
   17    An Claidheamh Soluis29 July, 1911.
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old and grey’ and we will never know what type of piper
Éamonn Ceannt may have become.17

For both Ceannt and the DPC, the revival of the
‘Irish pipes’, carried a dual mandate, in that the revival
of both the uilleann and the war pipes was at stake. With-
out doubt, it was Ceannt’s performance as a war piper,
for Pope Pious X during his sacerdotal jubilee celebra-
tions in September 1908, that generated the greatest
amount of publicity for Ceannt prior to his subsequent
arrest and execution in May 1916. An international
sports competition, featuring over 2,000 athletes, was
held in the papal gardens to coincide with the Papal
Jubilee. The Catholic Men’s Society organised the Irish
entourage of 200 athletes and pilgrims, who travelled to
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Rome to partake in the competition along with a con-
tingent from the Dublin Corporation sanctioned with
imparting a message of congratulations to the Pope on
behalf of the Irish people. Ceannt was invited to accom-
pany the Irish pilgrims, and was assigned the role of pip-
ing the Irish athletes onto the field. As the newspapers
report, Ceannt, in fact, pipes the Irish contingent ab-
solutely everywhere, from the moment they leave the
docks on the North Wall in Dublin. Indeed two pipers
travel to Rome, Pádraig Breathnach, father of Breandán
Breathnach accompanies Ceannt. 

During the visit, the Irish pilgrims obtain an audience
with the Pope. Seán T. Ó Ceallaigh makes an address to
the Pope in Irish, while Ceannt and the rest of the pil-
grims line up outside the Pope’s Chambers. Just as the
Pope is about to emerge Ceannt discovers a hole in his
bag and Breathnach’s pipes save the day. Ceannt cranks
up the pipes, marching up and down the Consistorial
Hall of the papal palace, playing the ‘Wearing of the
Green’. During an interview with Ronán Ceannt, Ea-
monn’s son, in 1966, he summarises the reaction of the
Pope to the pipes ‘the Pope of course got a full blast of
the war pipes. He was a little bit pained by it, but very
charmed all the same’.18The entire trip was given daily
coverage in the Irish press, not least because the Irish ath-
letes were so successful, and particularly when, during a
football match, the Irish team managed to beat the Italian
football team by eleven goals. Ceannt himself, however,
receives considerable individual attention. After he has
piped the athletes into the stadium, the Evening Telegraph
states that ‘the notes of the pipes, echoing and re-echoing
through the halls of the Vatican buildings could be heard
distinctly over the whole stadium’.19It reports that the
Pope stops and questions Ceannt about the pipes.20Even
Il Giornale d’Italiatells its readers that the Pope ‘prays for
the realisation of the aspiration of the Irish people and
wishes to see “the beautiful Isle of the sea” resounding
with the notes of the strange instrument that has been
such an attraction away under the walls of the Eternal
City’.21

Following 1908 and in the years preceding 1916, the
war pipes and war pipe bands take on an increasing po-
litical and social significance, quite literally, mobilising
national identity. Such bands become integral to the ‘na-

   18    On behalf of the Provisional Government(documentary film, RTÉ, 1966).
   19    Evening Telegraph,30 September 1908.
   20    Evening Telegraph, 29 September 1908.
   21    A translation of the Italian newspaper article appears in the Irish Independent30 September, 1908.
   22    An Barr Bua11 Bealtaine, 1912, p198.

tional’ movement playing at political gatherings such as
the Manchester Martyrs anniversary procession to Glas-
nevin in November 1913 and the funeral of O’Donovan
Rossa (1915). By 1909, the DPC has established its own
Pipers’ Band and in 1910 in Dublin alone, the Black
Raven Pipe Band is founded by Thomas Ashe and the St
Lawrence O’Toole Pipe Band is established with Tom
Clarke as its president. 

For Ceannt, both the war and uilleann pipes were in-
struments on which the ideological movement of cultural
nationalism, that had crystallised in organisations such as
the Gaelic League and the DPC, could be articulated. Was
Ceannt’s uilleann piping compromised by his playing of
the war pipes? Certainly Nicholas Markey, who taught uil-
lean pipes at the DPC, had little time for the war pipes and
voiced concerns about the negative influence they might
have on uilleann piping. For Ceannt, both sets of pipes of-
fered avenues to an Irish-Ireland. As he said himself: ‘Tá
ceol thar phíobaireacht ann, ach níl aon cheol chomh
maith leis, chun Gaeil Éireann a ghríosú’.22

Éamonn Ceannt in Casadh an tSúgáin

I. The Union Pipes

T
HE UNION PIPES– sometimes called, by
what authority I do not know, Na Píopaí Uilinn
– are too well known to need description. The

essential parts are the chanter on which the tune is
played, a bag to keep wind to the chanter, and a bellows
to fill the bag. Drones, tuned in fifths, are invariably used
and “regulators” not so frequently. The purpose of these
latter is to supply an accompaniment to the chanter, and
they are very pleasant when used effectively.

“Close fingering” is the chief mark of a good player of
dance music. This means that the fingers which have been
lifted to produce any given note must be replaced before
the succeeding note is made. The opposite of “close fin-
gering” is the loose, open style found nowadays amongst
self-taught amateurs. To further emphasise the effect of
close fingering cut or grace notes are constantly intro-
duced before the main notes of the tune. Bad performers
attach too much importance to these grace notes and to
the many other devices used by pipers for varying and
beautifying the tune or melody.

Many people regard the tuning of the pipes as a hap-
hazard effort impossible to be brought to perfection. This
is not so. The chanter should be first “true” in itself by
being properly fitted with a suitable reed. The drones can
then be made to hum in absolute unison with the notes
on the chanter to which they are tuned. When that has
been done the regulators can be similarly treated. All that
is then needed is a skilful performer.

Are the pipes difficult to learn is a question often
asked. The answer is decidedly in the affirmative. An Irish
proverb states that there never was a good piper “gan
blath ban air,” who was not old and grey.

The beginner must first learn the blowing of the
chanter. He must then learn the scale. After that he can
try simple tunes or airs. The training of the ear to detect
when the drones are out of tune is the next important
step. The actual adjustment of the drones to the chanter
is the next. The regulators should only be handled when
the learner has made good progress with the chanter, the
reason for which is that the regulators being fairly loud
are capable of covering up the player’s deficiencies on the
chanter.


